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Village of Augpilagtoq, by Paul Yi

Our mid-October meeting had us together on a chilly evening
for warm discussion. It was also a great pleasure to see many
members whose presence has been missed, and we were
especially pleased to welcome Paul Yi as our newest member. An
accomplished photographer and world traveller, Paul adds much
to our group.
Leif was our moderator as twelve new prints graced the lightbox,
along with our first remake of the year. The prints were diverse
and varied, showing that subjects ranging from silverware to
sunsets can make for fresh and engaging images with a skilled
photographer’s insight.
One theme that recurred several times was with the importance
of the print titles themselves, and how they can significantly
enhance, diminish, or transform our relationship to the image.
Are they an integral part of the work? It’s an invigorating
discussion that we were lucky to have, but have not yet resolved.

Upcoming Meetings
October 30 – No Seal
David Kennedy
Title Announced, Maker Anonymous
November 13 – Seal
Michael Anderson
Name and Title Announced
November 27 – Seal
Your Name Here

At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and diﬀerent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.
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Prints Shown
16 October
Bruce Macaulay
Silver Knives [G]
Compared to the Power of
Nature We Are Small and
Vulnerable (Remake) [S]
Dass
Wall Art [G]
Leif Petersen
Joining Forces [S]
Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
The Memory of Trees [G]
Mort Shapiro
Spices [G]
Stephen Gilligan
Chicago East Monroe St [G]
Tom Yates
Petunia [S]
Matthew Robertson
Photograph of Nothing []

Photograph of Nothing, by Matthew Robertson

October 30: No Seal Night
by David Kennedy
Our next meeting will be the first no-seal night of the season. This is an
opportunity to receive feedback on your new work and experiments. A noseal night is not really intended to be a safe night where you bring a
classically perfect print. If we are successful on a no-seal night, the maker
gets new ideas and inspiration to continue their explorations.

Paul Yi
Village of Augpilagtoq [G]

I want to ask each maker to write a sentence or phrase to go with their noseal print. In this sentence, please describe what was the intent of this
image and put this on a piece of paper at the back of the print. I will ask
the group to initially address your intent and discuss your approach.

Rhonda Starr
Sunset at Saubel Beach [S]

I will not announce the name of the maker until the end of the discussion.
At the end, the maker may make comments or ask further questions.

Sue Curtis
Sunset, Killbear Park [G]
Allan Flagel
Paint Swirls [G]

October 30: Multi-Print Presentation
by Matthew Robertson
As our next meeting will have our prints presented anonymously, we will
not be displaying our lightbox photographs during social time. Instead we
will have a small multi-print presentation of minimalist images for our
consideration and entertainment.

The idea becomes the machine that makes the art.
– Sol LeWitt
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Lightbox
Photographs
from October 16, 2019
Images in this issue
of Snapshots are
drawn from our third
meeting of the
season.

Left: The Memory of Trees,
by Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
Below: Silver Knives
by Bruce Macaulay

“Once valued for their
craftsmanship and a sign of
prestige, only to be replaced by
dishwasher safe stainless steel,
they are now relegated to the
world of flea markets.”

I stopped before the trees were gone, not ready that day to disappear entirely into the vastness.
Perhaps these spaces are the best corollary I have found to truth, to clarity, to independence.
– Rebecca Solnit
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Thoughts on Remakes
by Mort Shapiro
At the meeting on October16, 2019 I
expressed my understanding that our
obligation as Forum members is to
submit “prints”. My concept /
understanding of a “print” is that it
refers to the work product / output of a
digital image file (or of a “negative” as it
is known to many of us).
At that meeting I expressed the view
that matting and titling is the print
maker’s strategy for presenting the “print”.
The group’s discussion of a “print” in the
light box is generally based on the
impact AND quality AND creativity of
the “print”. However, there is little
doubt in my mind that the discussion is
further shaped by the print maker’s
chosen strategy for presenting the
“print” (i.e. titling and matting).
Another member at the October 16,
2019 meeting fairly noted that often
Spices, by Mort Shapiro
the group’s discussion is profoundly
influenced by the print maker’s chosen strategy for presenting the “print”. Indeed, I am quite convinced that
the print maker’s chosen strategy for presenting the “print” often has greater impact on the discussion than
the “print” itself (i.e. a title that impacts on the direction of the discussion / a matte that either supports or
detracts from the members’ regard for the “print” / etc.). It might seem that by presenting a “print” with the
title – “untitled” and oﬀering it as a bleed mount is nonetheless a strategy for presenting the “print”.
All of which brings me to my understanding of a “remake”. I have always believed that a “remake” refers to
the “print” portion of the total package having been redone (i.e. remade) and that the work product / output
of the original digital image file or negative has been modified in some manner that reflects the impact of the
group’s (original) discussion on the maker. I have never considered that the print maker’s chosen strategy for
presenting the (remade) “print” may have changed from the original presentation. Certainly it never occurred
to me that a “remake” may refer ONLY to the print maker’s chosen strategy for presenting the “print” and
that the “print” has remained “as is”.
In the latter scenario my strong feeling is that group ought to be informed beforehand that only the strategy
for presenting the “print” has been “remade”.
I oﬀer these thoughts for discussion and look forward to hearing from others.

A big part of life is just showing up for it. Not hiding, not waiting until we’re ready or the conditions are perfect.
Maybe there’s the possibility of impending failure or some disappointment; show up anyway.
– Adrienne Enns
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Above: Sunset, Killbear Park, by Sue Curtis
Left: Joining Forces, by Leif Petersen
Below: Sunset at Saubel Beach, by Rhonda Starr

Snapshots is on the web!

Real painters do not paint things as they are... they paint them as they themselves feel them to be.
– Vincent Van Gogh
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OCCC Award: Rhonda Starr
Congratulations to Rhonda for her
first-place award in the in the Prints
category of the Ontario Council of
Camera Clubs 2019 Open Challenge.
Many of our members will remember
her winning image, Movement in
Triplicate, from when it earned a
Gold Seal at our 17 April 2019
meeting, being shown as the remake
of an earlier image of the same name.

Photo Exhibition: Marvin Cooper, “Diversity”
Congratulations also to Marvin, who has a new solo exhibition opening on Thursday, October 31 at
Beth Tzedic synagogue.
He writes:
“Much of the middle east news focuses on conflict between Israel and its neighbours. This exhibit
shows another side, a peaceful existence within Israel, an existence that hopefully one day will spread
to all the people in the Middle East and beyond.
“Each year I travel to Israel to visit my large and wonderful extended family. During these visits I
have focused on images of the landscape, the architecture, and nature. Lately, my focus is almost
exclusively street photography, capturing the diverse cultural composition of Israel.
“Sorting through thousands of images and distilling them to just 20 has been an interesting and
emotional experience. I am not surprised by the 2019 United Nations report recognizes Israel as the
13th happiest country in the world. (Canada is number 11.)
“I hope that the viewer of this exhibit will have a glimpse into what I saw and felt.”
The location is 1700 Bathurst Street, south of Eglinton Avenue. The exhibit will be open from nine to
five during the weekdays, and from about nine to one pm on Saturday and Sunday.
Parking is in the rear of the Beth Tzedec synagogue, and there will be security to enter.
Remember: Snapshots is your Toronto Focal Forum newsletter.
Have something to share? Send it in! tﬀsnapshots@gmail.com

How history is written, both in and out of art institutions, is how you shape the world.
– Judy Chicago
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Paint Swirls, by Allan Flagel

A Few Random Thoughts
by Allan Flagel
I really enjoyed the practice of having the prints displayed before dinner. It allowed me to gain a greater
appreciation for what I was looking at and to examine the fine details and craft that went into each.
During dinner we discussed the “problem” of too many gold seals being awarded at some meetings. These are
supposed to be awarded to only those prints with truly excellent images and presentations or as Bylaw #4
phrases it: “awarded to a print that is considered to display exceptional technical and artistic merit”.
Obviously the talent and creativity within the forum is on the rise. This is actually good news, not a problem.
The problem is that too many gold seals tend to devalue their importance and make them less special.
Matthew joked that maybe we should have a new category (the Platinum Seal). Perhaps a simpler solution
would be to just “raise the bar”. By this I mean to use our current calculation when counting votes required
for a Gold Seal and add 2 or 3 (whichever the executive deems appropriate). This would definitely make the
achievement more meaningful. The count for silver could remain the same of course.
I also wanted to mention that by hearing the very thoughtful, insightful and helpful critiques of a variety of
other members, it has opened my eyes to new ways of looking at images and allowed me to appreciate some
images that I previously would not have valued. At every meeting, I learn something new and am thankful to
be associated with such a fine group of photographers.

I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I needed to be.
– Douglas Adams

